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I. Introduction 
During Covid-19 small and medium enterprises(SMEs) have changed their logistics process to 

maintain electronic commerce (EC) fulfilment and meet consumer expectations. More than 73 articlesdiscuss 

the factors of Covid-19 e-fulfilment from consumers to the supply chain(Chowdhury et al., 2021). However, 

each country has differing specificationsof technology and infrastructure. Further, culturalaspects are considered 

essential to maximizeconsumer fulfilment.On the other hand, SMEs have various perspectivesfor dealing with 

such urgent matters but coping with fast changing situations might confuse firms with unfortunately lost sales or 

business closure.The focus of this study is to understand the situation in theSaudi Arabia (SA) EC market and 

emergingfactors that affects SMEs and e-fulfilment.This study explores that through six general questions: 

1. What factors due to the Covid-19 pandemic affected your business operationally? 

2. Which of the above factors most affected your business operationally? Why? 

3. What actions have you taken to address these factors? 

4. What technological solutions have you considered to address these factors? Which ones have you 

adopted and why? 

5. What results have you seen both positive and negative? 

6. What has been difficult for you during the pandemic? Why? 

 

II. Literature Review 
EC in Saudi Arabia (SA) 

SAis a large country with a population of 30 million inhabitants. The major city is the capital 

Riyadhfollowed by Jeddah and Dammam. SA has highest number of internet usersat 25 million compared to the 

rest of the G20 countries. The highestpercentage of users arebetween15-32 years of age.The communication and 

information technology commission CITC is the regulatoryof internetactivity(CITC, 2020). A previous study by 

(Alotaibi, 2018) found the SA postal system inaccurate when deliveringconsumer shipments and that cultural 

factors play an essential role in e-fulfilment.SA has rapid growth of internet users which consider the highest 

country in the middle east after Iran (CITC, 2020). The number of e-stores are 36,447with rapid sales growth 

which duo heavy investment in internet infrastructure. Hence, SA placed in top ranking of 5G connection 

among G20(MCI, 2020).Moreover, SA hassignificantrankingsin theWorld Economic Forum(36
th

 place) and the 

Logistics Performance Index or LPI (55
th

 place) which is the resultof the new vision for 2030 led by Crown 

Prince Mohammad bin Salman(weforum, 2019). 

 

E-fulfilment in Covid19 

A variety of studieshave discussed the pandemic and the effective factors from wide different of views. 

Previous studies consider the factors from supply chain or technology factors (Chowdhury et al., 2021). 

Moreover, previous studies focus on supply chain demand especially in health care and vital goods. This study 

investigates the factors of Covid-19 in SMEs, which have had little research to date,toillustrate their status in 

SAEC fulfilment. A full lockdown and quarantine took place in SA from February March 2020 with a partial 

opening beginning at the end of May 2020. 

 

Factors Influencing E-fulfilment 

Covid-19 has affected enterprises from inbound through outbound activity. The reaction of countries 

over the world has been different regarding policy, international trade and strategy(Gunessee & Subramanian, 

2020). Therefore, factors affecting e-fulfilment and consumer behaviourvary across each country. However, 

there was rapid introduction of similar quarantines,which required firmsacross countriestoredesigntheir business 

strategy(Hobbs, 2020). However, others have delayeddueto consumer confusion of various hygiene processes. 
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Social distance is another factor that needs to be considered during deliveries. Deliverypackaging and provision 

of additionalhygieneandsafety play an essential role. Additionally, delivery channels whether viathird-party 

logistics service providers (3PLs) or directlyrequires new policies and rules. Some factors 

consideredimportantbut which have not present been detailed in Covid-19 studies, such as culturalfactors, also 

play an important role in SA (Alotaibi, 2018). Finally, regulatory policies have appeared quickly due to the 

pandemic, whichusually not happened before, and regulations keep changingregardingsociety‟s health to try 

andrespondto their needs(Quayson et al., 2020).  

 

Grocery and E-grocery 

Regarding groceries, perishable food and dealing with them in SA is a challenge due tothe extremely 

hot weather for most of the year (Kumar et al., 2021). In addition, the SA e-grocery market is still not mature 

with few active grocery firms and 3PLs. Notwithstandingthe pandemic, when facing high demand both physical 

store and EC channelsstruggle to fulfil consumer ordersand hence dark stores have become a solution for 

delivery (Tanskanen et al., 2002; Al-Nawayseh, 2012; Alotaibi, 2018).Finally, complexity or delaysin global 

supply chain have direct effectsonfood supplies and may lead to shortage (Onuma et al., 2021) and thus grocery 

firms need to assure consumerstheir supply chain work efficiently to prevent panic buying(Ghezzi et al., 2012).  

 

Logistic service providers 

We define 3PL in this study as a „mobile application that handle orders from stores through consumer 

delivery‟. During the pandemic 3PLsare involved in mostlogistic operations and can help by providing more 

innovative solutions (Ramcharran, 2013), and this involves e-fulfilment for any inbound or outbound element of 

logistics operations. Further, global LSPs can enhance innovative solutions with expertise and experience 

whether in e-grocery and non-food segments. 

 

III. Methodology 
This study is inductive and uses an interpretive theoretical paradigm of empirical reality and qualitative 

interviews to obtain information and understand the current environment of e-firms in SA by gathering in-depth 

data of factors affected logistics operation in e-commerce channel(Collis & Hussey, 2009).Fifteensemi-

structured interviewswereconducted with SME owners or CEOs and logistics managers in SA EC firms in the 

capital Riyadh and other cities. Due to Covid-19 and social distancingtwo interviewswereconducted in public 

spaces in Riyadh and the rest through technology platformssuch asTeams, Skype and Zoom. All interviews were 

recorded, and verbal consentagreed before starting the interview. Each interview took from 30-45 minutes. The 

firms are anonymously named as E1 to E15. All interviewswere done inArabic language andthen translated, and 

back translated again to assure validity. All data were input intoNVivo 12 softwarewithsubsequent analysis 

leading tosix main themes that follow in the next section(Neuman, 2004 Marshall, 2014). 

 

IV. Findings And Themes 
Change business strategy 

Most e-firms immediately changed their strategy to cope with pandemic matters howeversales declined 

by up to 20% of total sales on average for non-grocery retailers.Two non-food e-stores closedtheir businesses 

after three months. Thus, in the beginning of the first lock-down non-food businesses were affected by new 

regulations except for the grocery sector, which continued running their businesses as essential services. In 

addition, some firms relied on 3PLs as the only way to keep customers as they first have permission to take the 

delivery channel with increased the online advertisement to aware the service still available. In addition, moving 

residence of working staff to be closed to their stores and offices to avoid changing of regulations and keep 

works continues. On the other hand, SA as a large country , which large city have optional of 3PLs and human 

resources (Chowdhury et al.) to work on delivery, whereas small city still suffering from the contrary of that as 

too high demands and less of firms of 3pl and HR make the situation worse and affected strongly SMEs. 

Grocery retailerssaw a positive impact with sales significantly increased. Further, supermarkets who 

have a large supplier base had more revenue than SME grocery retailers. The regulation that food and 

pharmacywere exempt from closure during quarantine helped walk-in customers residing in the same district as 

well as other segments from health staff and police. An important point related to grocery supplieswere that they 

mostly came from distributors to retailers. SMEs expressed that large grocery suppliershad high price during 

pandemic except E4, who offered lower pricesto all small retailers to be the main supplier to them.  

 

Limitations of 3PLs and HR issues 

As the previous themepresented, 3PLs have different distributions over the eighteen cities. All 3PLs 

struggled during the outset of the pandemicwith the suddenincrease indemand along with new regulations and 

limited HR. SAregulations only allowed one 3PL to handle deliveries in first part of the lockdown and that firm 
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couldn‟t meetthe high volume of demand and thus service and quality were affected. The next phase in the 

partial re-opening allowed other 3PLs to participate but anew regulation that only Saudi firms could do 

deliveries, except grocery stores. The Saudi market islargebutthere was not enough staff in the indigenous 3PLs 

to cover deliveriesregardless with 50% of customers receivingeither wrong or late orders, or both. The grocery 

segment did not provide a „pick-up‟ model as there were no plans to execute that for high demand in the „closed 

window‟ of shorter working hours. However, five new 3PLsentered the market but three ceased trading in the 

market leaving onlytheother two operating. Small cities have one or two 3PLs, whichputs SME retailers in a 

difficult situation as deliveries did not arrive in time as3PLshad limited staff without using non-SA citizens. 

 

Government support 

This themeemerged from analysis. Most firms, whether small or large enterprises,noted 

thatwithoutinitiatives from the SA government the situation would be worse, and afewcommented they wouldbe 

out of business without it. The support included postponedtransaction bank interest and50% coverageof Saudi 

staff salaries. Labour card for non-Saudi staff wereextended three months for all labour inthe SAmarket. In 

addition, SA applied new rules to allow everyone in country affected by Covid-19 to have health care and 

treatment including medicine no matter if the labour identity card was expired or lost. If any staff of grocery or 

delivery staff were infected,they had to go to a special residenceprovided by the government to 

quarantinewhichthe accommodation and food. Moreover, the government provided a service called „Estrdad‟, 

whichrefundedadministration fees to the firm‟sbank account for six months to help them with business expenses. 

Finally, the government extended the labour card expiry date for all staff abroad until they couldto SA. 

 

Policies for Operations 

Besides the foregoing government support, changes to regulations and policies were needed todeal with 

new issuesarising from thepandemic. Some regulations were clear and easy to cope with, however, the rapid 

change affected SMEs and 3PLs. First, permissions to only have limitednumber of staff prevented some retailers 

from delivering, leading retailers to designate only certain storesfor delivery. Second, strict trafficzone controls 

led to undeliverable orders asnew delivery driverswere unableto go into these areas, which led them to return to 

their zone when they became lost. Changes for3PLswere noted above buthygiene processes and social 

distancingsaw some 3PLsonly provide one delivery method, i.e.leave an order at the door, to adhere to a safe 

social distance. New packagingthat completely seals products were applied but some firms declared that delay 

us for a while as manufacturing late. Lastly, drivers hadto provide evidence of a negative Covid-19 test result to 

start employment with any firms. 

 

Technology 

Investment in technology was a major theme for most firms, especially for grocery retailers who had 

have to stop or postpone sales due to high demand in stores. During quarantine, the only channel to reach 

consumers was e-commerce driven by technology. Easy to use technology made shifting to e-commerce easy 

for consumers who were retained. Some firms established their own website, enhanced their pages on social 

media platforms, and engaged 3PLsmore predominantly. In addition, some firms designed phone applications to 

respond to consumers and fulfil their demands. During the pandemic most 3PLswere busy to respond to high 

demand and tried to serve firms‟current in-store and e-store customers with the applications to avoid any errors. 

Lastly, 3PLs provided results on one app or platform for three user levels: consumers, retailers, and delivery 

staff. However, grocery retailers still have not focussed on technology during pandemic. 

 

V. Discussion 
1. What factors due to the covid-19 pandemic affected your business operationally? 

There are variousfactors,such as declining in-store sales 20% for some firms.Additionally, the 

regulation to assign one 3PL as the outset unfortunately could not address the high demand and fulfil full 

delivery services in most cities except the capital Riyadh (Quayson et al., 2020). The other citiessuffered 

shortage of 3PL services (Brintrup et al., 2020). Furthermore, technology emerged that did help provide full 

service online, in particularfor stores with regular walk-in customers (Rowan & Laffey, 2020). Suppliers 

providing products had major issueswhich led to shortages for most SME retailers. However, grocery retailers 

did not enduremany of these factors, as government permission allowed them to open as usual. E-grocery 

however was not very effective and had little focus on technology, which meant their platforms were not ready 

for high volumes. Their sales increased,especiallythose who focussedon wholesale to other SME retailers, and 

was in contrast (Onuma et al., 2021). Non-food storeshad to change strategy as lack ofinventorycaused issues 

during the pandemic,which led some firms to make major business changes to remain open running and risk a 

loss of supply and inventory(Guan et al., 2020). Hence, they provided discount offerson excess stock and 

increased marketing for new methods of service. 
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2. Which of the above factors most affected your business operationally? Why? 

The grocery segment had the advantage of increased sales,government support, and an ability to provide 

wholesale services(Gao et al., 2020). However, if any staff were infected it had a negative impact as the store 

had to close for at least two weeks. Therefore change strategy to cope with this was a theme for all 

firms(Gunessee & Subramanian, 2020). Amended business plans or using different services were used to run the 

business and include moving to investing in technology solutions with applications.  

 

3. What actions have you taken to address these factors? 

All firms had to cope with new hygiene protocols and some firms solved that situation with using new 

packaging, however about one-third of them had to wait for new packaging designs to bundle goods for 

delivery(Laborde et al., 2020). In grocery retail, they competitively pricedagainst the other large store who were 

also wholesalingto obtain a value return (Hobbs, 2020). Most 3PL have reject full shipments due to being unable 

to cope with high volumes, which caused delay and cancelled some delivery shipments. High demand cause 

grocery retailers to focus on in-store but most 3PLsdidn't provide fully grocery services. Small grocerscould 

deliver urgent products, but hygiene processes were not fully followed. The pandemic affected all stores in all 

matters from sales, new policy, hygiene, and delivery,leading the government to provide various initiatives to 

help private sector to survive as long as possible. They first gave permission for more 3PLs to deliver and 

secondly supported Saudi employees by paying half of their salary. Lastly, they postponed all bank transaction 

interest for all firms to provide cash and liquidity for SMEs and large firms. One authority under Ministry of 

Trade launchesthe „Estrdad‟service toreturn administration tariffs to all firms that registered formally with the 

government(Monshaat, 2021). 

 

4. What technological solutions have you considered to address these factors? Which ones have you 

adopted and why? 

Technology solutions were provided by some firms during the pandemic, including some grocery retailers. 

However, the then current technology for stores and 3PLscouldn‟tmeet the high demand. SA is a large country 

with 18 cities with suppliers in various areas. Large cities have more 3PLswho have sufficient HR staff 

available to undertake mostdeliveries. However, small cities have one or two 3PLs and cannot service all stores. 

Two stores in smaller cities went into bankruptcy and one changedits entire business model to cope with the 

changing situation(Nichiporuk, 2021). For grocery retailers,technologycould not help with deliveries due to lack 

of specificfocus, leading some firms to design their own website, app and pages in different platforms, while 

other SMEs in small citiesinitiated their own3PLsas they could not afford to purchase technology(Rowan & 

Laffey, 2020). Nevertheless, 3PLscould not deliver all shipments as desired and could not cover 

allareas,including new drivers not reaching old consumers. Therefore, existing consumers were lost despite new 

ones being gained (Laborde et al., 2020).  

 

5. What results have you seen both positive and negative? 

Investment in technology though phone applicationdesign and more availability in different platforms is a 

positive result. Another isexploring new consumer segments by contacting them directly and obtaining feedback 

to improve deliveries(Farias & Araújo, 2020). This includes a better understanding of consumer experience with 

technology and to enable targeting more segments across different generations.Furthermore, online service 

practicesare at a higher level than before the pandemic with more than 25% of stores continuing their same 

strategies and plans applied during the pandemic, which has led to reduced costs through changing rentedspace 

to cheaper, non-store frontlocationsto rely mostly on online channels (Hobbs, 2020). Logistics and supply chain 

strategiesfor stores have changed by make contingency plans to not buy high volumes and changing suppliers 

for assuredsupply to fulfil consumer high demand(Guillen-Royo, 2019). On the other hand, some focussed too 

much on technology and neglectedtheir normal channels. A move to outsourcing some service and delivery 

channel to3PLsmay have been an error of strategy by both that some areas have orders without delivery driver 

availably. Strategiesby SMEsto close some non-primary storebranches and focus main ones led to „dark stores‟, 

which were successfulfor half of storesduring quarantine, but which provided a mixed message about product 

and service offerings. Government support has been welcomed, especially bygrocery stores who struggled with 

repeated closuresas infected staff emerged by time to time(Gao et al., 2020). Lastly,larger size and SME 

groceryretailers have providedpick-up and delivery plan in closed areas as a starting point for a new strategy. 

 

6. What has been difficult for you during the pandemic? Why? 

Difficulties include not beingready for technology regarding staff dealing with new tools and being sufficiently 

trained(Ker & Cardwell, 2020). Also, strategy decisions whether to insource or outsource deliveries is a major 

issue. Investment in technology in an immediate manner cost more as opposed tonormal procurement practices 

(Rowan & Laffey, 2020). Few firms hademergency plan ready to deal with sudden and rapid changes. 
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Cancelling or postponing rent was considered an extreme issue as not all space owners and companiesassisted 

with that and thus store costs were too high relative to reduced sales.Furthermore, new agreement 

contractsrequired more legal services to avoid losing money without any revenue in quarantine. In addition, 

reducing staff was a hard decision to keep business going, and firms lost experienced staff, which has a direct 

effect onconsumer support and trust. HR shortage was amajor difficulty with all stores and 3PLs. New 

packaging requirements and trained delivery staff werealso issues. Location errors remained as not all Googleor 

satellite navigation directionsare correct,especially with apartmentsin older areas. Use of technology was an 

issue, particularly if therewere new software programmes or where there was no internetavailable.The initial 

choice of one 3PL to provide all SA delivery services led to„leave order at front of the door‟wereissues due to 

finding locations i.e. apartments, especially when consumers could not confirm receiving an order.Hygiene 

concerns for most consumer was a challenge for firms as consumers wanted to receive theircorrect order in the 

right place with proper social distance. This was not always assured by the delivery driver and thus delivery was 

not confirmed to the store to close the order. Lastly, only one 3PL provided payingonline. Others 3PL 

drivershad to carry cash which provided its own transaction difficulties regarding hygiene and social distancing. 

 

VI. Conclusion And Contributions 
This paperhasdiscussed factors that affected SMEs in Saudi Arabia during the pandemic of Covid-19 

and thefifteen interviewsconducted with firms, e-firms and 3PLshave provided an understanding of this situation 

in Saudi Arabis. The exploratory empirical study followedan interpretivist approach whereby“the social world 

is mostly what individuals perceive it to be, and that reality is socially constructed as individuals attach 

meaning to their experience”(Narcisse & Harcourt, 2008). Hence, the rich data available in interview transcripts 

enabled five themes to emerge from analysis to address the six research questions. SME retailers and the Saudi 

market have not been the subject of much previous study from an e-fulfilment logistics perspective. Furthermore, 

the findings have illustrated different factors drivingstrategic change with extraordinary government support.To 

that end, this paper contributes theoretically to our knowledge of in store and online retailing in both grocery 

and non-grocery settings, and related business strategies to address the immediacy and depth of business issues 

resulting from the pandemic in the non-Western context of Saudi Arabia. This paper also contributes practically 

by detailing business operational problems emerging during the pandemic and what solutions worked or didn't 

work to address them. Firms elsewhere in Saudi Arabia and other country settings should be able to consider 

these findings within their own context and adopt what will work for them.  

As with all research there are a few limitations. First, there have been many studiesin the last year 

considering the effects of Covid-19. Many are desperate and thus a good synthesis of conceptual and empirical 

papers should be done to provide contacts veracity and ensure validity and reliability. Furthermore, the study 

reported in this paper is exploratory and could be extended to determine generalizability of the findings across 

not only in SA but across other non-Western contexts.  
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